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Abstract 
An algorithm for the approximate evaluation of integrals defined by Cauchy principal value or by Hadamard finite part 
has been proposed. The convergence of the procedure is proved. The stability of the algorithm is considered and some 
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I. Introduction 
In the last years, the integral 
gp(f ;  t) = f (x )  1 (X -- / )p+l  dx,  Itl < 1, p E N0 := {0,1 . . . .  }, 
where f and its derivatives f(J), j<.p, are assumed to be continuous on [-1,1] ( f c  
C(P)([-1, 1])) and the modulus of continuity o)(f(P); .) satisfies f l  I o)(f(P); 6)6 -1 d6 < oc, has been 
widely used to formulate several two- and three-dimensional boundary value problems as boundary 
integral equations, particularly in the area of applied mechanics. These equations are usually named 
"hypersingular", since their kernels have a higher-order singularity than the dimension of the integral. 
Obviously, this integral does not exist, even as an improper integral, due to the singularity of 
the integrand at the point t E ( -1 ,  1). The integral Hp(f; t), understood in the sense of Hadamard 
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finite part, is defined by the equality 
; ,  i (x ) -  Z;:o ,)' 
Hp(f ;t) ]_ 1 (X - -  t )  p+I 
P 1 f{J)(t) i -  dx 
dx + Z j! (x - -Qp+(--]' 
j~O 1 
(1.1) 
where 
i~  dx 1 dP - J f  dx 
- t '  j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,p .  ! (X -- t )p+l- J  (p --j)! d - '~- j  1 x - 
Here the integral on the right-hand side is defined as the Cauchy principal value. The definition 
of Hp(f; t) is acceptable since the assumptions on f assure that the first integral on the right of 
(1.1) exists as an improper integral. Such integrals are closely related to the Cauchy principal value 
integral taken over ( -1 ,  1) which corresponds to p = 0; indeed, we have 
1 d p f I f(X) dx, [ t ]< l ,  pEN0,  Hp(f ;t) -- p! dtp -i x - t 
where the integral on the right-hand side is the Hilbert transform of the function f .  
The importance of the Hadamard finite-part integrals springs from their many applications; see, 
for instance, [17, 11, 14]. Of course, there has been some interest in their numerical evaluation; we 
mention the papers [1, 12, 14-16, 23-26] and more recently [21, 10]. In these papers the compu- 
tational instability is pointed out. We shall return to this problem in Section 2 (cf. Theorem 2.1). 
We also mention the paper [9] where the integrals Hp(f; t) with 0 < p < 1 are considered. 
In this paper we are interested in developing a simple numerical integration method for weighted 
Hadamard finite-part integrals Hp(w;f), where w is a weight function on [-1, 1]. If, as usual, w is 
a positive and piecewise analytic function with some zeros and/or singular points in [-1, 1], then 
we may easily extend the above definition to Hp(w; f )  by setting 
i (x)-  sp:0 ,';;<,,(x -,), 
HAw; f ; t )=  (X --  t )P+l  W(X) dx 
P 1 f(J}(t) f_ w(x) + Z jt (x_-7~+l_jdx, I t l< l ,  pEt~0. (1.2) 
j=0 1 
A possible method to compute Hp(w;f;t) starts from equality (1.2), computes the integrals 
fl_ l w(x)/(x- t)p+l-Jdx and approximates the first integral on right of (1.2) by an ordinary Gaus- 
sian rule (cf. [12, 13]). Obviously, from a theoretical point of view, this method turns out to be 
convergent if the function f is sufficiently smooth, i.e., f E C(p+I)([-1, 1]). But from a numerical 
point of view, it is not reliable since, when the nodes of the quadrature formula are "very close" to 
the singularity t, a strong numerical cancellation is present. Many corrections to the above outlined 
procedure may be found in [4], where uniform convergence theorems on closed subsets of ( -1 ,  1) 
have been proved. ,~-  ; 
Another possibility is to replace the function f in Hp(w; f )  by a Lagrange polynomial which 
interpolates f on suitable points. As a result, some quadrature formulas are derived with coefficients 
depending on the singularity t (cf. [5, 20, 21]). Formulas of this type do not present numerical 
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cancellation, but involve some computational efforts; moreover, calculation of derivatives of functions 
of the second kind is required. However, under suitable assumptions on the interpolation points, on 
the weight w and on the function f ,  these formulas are uniformly convergent on suitable closed 
subsets of ( -1 ,  1) (see [5]). 
In this paper, we propose a different method. Starting with Eq. (1.2), we interpolate the 
function 
f (x) - -  E j! (x -  
j=0  
on a special set of nodes, all of which are "far" from the singularity t. A suitable choice of these 
nodes is given in Section 2, but other possible ones are also derived. The proposed method is 
obviously different from the ones outlined above and it does not require the calculation of derivatives 
of functions of the second kind. 
One can remark that when f E C(p+I)([-1, 1]), the problem of the computational instability of 
the rule presented in [12, 13] can be overcome computing the function in the first integral on the 
right-hand side of (1.2) without heavy cancellation. But we have analysed the amplification co- 
efficient of the rule proposed here apart from the smoothness of f (see Theorem 2.1), and by 
comparing this coefficient to the corresponding one of the rule in [12, 13], we can conclude that 
the numerical behaviour of the method proposed here is better (cf. numerical tests in Tables 1-3). 
Furthermore, if f does not possess continuous derivative of order p + 1, then the rule in [12, 
13] cannot converge, while we prove the convergence of our rule under the only assumption 
f E C(P)([-I, 1]) and fd co(f (p); 6)6_ 1 d6 < oc. Indeed, when w is a Jacobi weight with exponents 
and fl, the proposed formula converges in any closed subsets of ( -  1, 1), and if ~, fl >~ ½ on the 
whole interval [-1, 1]. We estimate the error and show that it is proportional, by the factor logm, 
m being the number of the quadrature nodes, to the error of the best uniform approximation of the 
pth derivative f(P) of the function f .  
This paper is divided into four sections. In Section 2 we state the main results which are proved 
in Section 3. In Section 4 we show some numerical examples and compare our method with some 
previously well-known ones, for either p E N or p = 0. 
2. A quadrature formula and its convergence 
For the basic properties of the finite-part integral Hp(w; f ) ,  we refer to [8, 21]. Thus, if the weight 
w is a nonnegative and piecewise analytic function with some zeros and/or singularities in [-1,  1], 
then 
ff f f (x) H0(w; f ;  t) = f (x) w(x) dx = w(x) dx x t 1 1 - -  
= lim + w(x)dx, ted ,  
E---~O+ 1 ~ X - -  / 
(2.1) 
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g 1 f (x )  
Hp(w; f ;  t) = ~_ l ( x -  t)p+l w(x)dx 
_ 1 d p f '  f (x )  w(x)dx, ted ,  pE  ~, (2.2) 
p! dtp 1 x - t 
where d - - - [ -1 ,1 ] -  {singularities of w}. Thus, for p=0 the integral Hp(w;f)  is defined as a 
Cauchy principal value integral. Furthermore, the existence of the integral Hp(w; f )  is assured 
in the set d if f(P) is continuous on [--1, 1] and the modulus of continuity og(f(P);6) satisfies 
f01 og(f(P); 6)6 -1 d6 < ~ (see [5]). 
In order to construct an approximation of Hp(w; f ) ,  let us start with the definition 
f_ f_' P f(J)(t) f w(x) ' f_(x) w(x)dx = 9(x)w(x)dx + ~ j! (x t)P +'-; dx, (2.3) 
1 (X -- t)P+l 1 j=0 1 -- 
where 
O(x) = f (x ) -  ~ (x - t )  p+l (cf. also [21, (2.5)]). 
j=0 
Assuming that the Hadamard finite-part integrals fl_ t w(x ) / (x -  t)P+l-J dx, j = O, 1 .... ,p, can 
properly be computed, let us approximate 9 by a Lagrange interpolating polynomial based on suitable 
nodes. We may choose the interpolation points in several ways. Here, we use the following procedure. 
Let {pm(W)}m~=0 be the system of the orthonormal polynomials with respect o the weight w with 
the leading coefficients 7m > 0, and let us denote by X~,m,... ,Xm, m the zeros of pm(W) indexed in 
increasing order from - 1 to + 1. 
For any fixed t, we denote by xc = xc(t, m) the zero of pro(W) closest o t, defined by 
It -x~(t,m)l = min{lt -Xk, ml, k = 1,...,m}. 
1 1}, it When t is equidistant between two zeros, i.e., t = i(Xk, m ÷ xk+l,,,) for some k E {1 .... ,m-  
makes no difference for the subsequent analysis to define x~(t, m) = Xk, m or Xc(t, m) = Xk+~,m. Then the 
set of the interpolation points is {Xk, m, k = 1 .. . . .  m, k # c}. Now, the Lagrange polynomial ~e,,_~(9 ) 
which interpolates the function 9 at these points may be written as 
~Om_l(g;X ) : ~ ~k,m(W;X)  xk'm - -  X c ~(Xk, m),  
X - -  Xc 
k=l 
k4c 
where 
/~,m(W;X) = pm(w;x) k = 1,...,m, 
(X - -  Xk, m )ptm(W; Xk, m ) '  
are the Lagrange fundamental polynomials corresponding to the weight w. 
Then, observing that, for k # c, the integrals 
f [ ~k 'm(W;X)  w(x)dx ,  1 x - -  x c 
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can be computed by the Gaussian rule with respect o the weight w, we have 
f~ :k,__m(__w;__X) w(x)dx__ 1 {);k, mPtm(W;Xk,") + 2c, P'm(W;Xc)~ 
1 X- -Xc  ptm(W;Xk, m) Xk, m- -Xc  ' Xc- -Xk ,"  J '  
where 2j, m are the Cotes numbers. Since 
P'm " 7" 1 (W, Xj, m) -- 
~m-1 ~j, mPm-l(W;Xj ,  m)' 
we get 
f~  :k,_m(W;___X) W(X)dx__ ~k,m {1- -  P,.-I(W;Xk'm)) k : l  . . . .  ,m, kT~c , 
1 X - -X  c Xk, m - -X  c Pm_l (W;Xc)  ' 
and 
/; } g(x)w(x)dx = 2k,  m 1-  Pm-l(W;Xk'm) 
1 k=l Pm--l(W;Xc'm) g(Xk'm) -q- Rm(w; g)" 
k4c 
Finally, we arrive at the formula 
Hp(w; f;  t) = Hp, m(W; f;  t) + Rp, m(W; f;  t), p C No, (2.4) 
where 
Hp m(W; f ; t ) :  ~-~ )~km {l __ P"-l(W;Xk'm) } f(xk'm) - }--~";:O flj'(t):~ 7. ~,'~k m -- t)  j 
' k=l ' p"- - l (W;Xc)  (Xk, m -- t )  p+I 
k4c 
f(J)(t) w(x) 
+ ~ j! (x -- t~ ' - J  dx, (2.5) 
j=0 1 
and Rp,,, is the error functional. The quadrature formula (2.4) has degree of  exactness at least 
m + p - 1, i.e., Rp, m(W; f )  = 0 whenever f is a polynomial of  degree m + p - 1. 
Remark that, setting Xk, m = cos Ok,,. and t = cos 0, as a consequence of our choice of  the nodes it 
follows [0-Ok, m [~> const m -1 . This condition is not satisfied in general if the integral f l  I g(x)w(x)dx 
is approximated, as in [12, 13], by the sum 
f (Xk, m) -- E; :O  f(J~fl.(t)(Xk, m-- l )  j 
k=l (Xk'm -- t )P+l  
Remark also that, if we can use the pth derivative of f and, moreover, f E c(q)([-1, 1]), q >~ p + 1, 
then 
g(x) -  ¢J(~x,t), [~x, t -  XI < I X - - t [ ,  
x - - t  
where 
1 f(P)(~x,t) -- f(P)(t) 
O(&, )  = x - t 
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Since ~E c(q-P)([-1, 1]), we may "well calculate" the function 0 (even by means of a good ap- 
proximation), and the computation of Hp(w; f )  is reduced to the computation of a Cauchy principal 
value integral. 
If, as required sometimes in applications, we want to use only the values of the function f at the 
interpolation points, then it is convenient to apply (2.5) which can be rewritten as 
p 
Hp, m(W; f ;  t) = ~_, Bj(t)f(J)(t) + Ak, m(t)f(Xk, m), 
j=0 k=l 
k#c 
where 
,Ill 
and 
 km{Pm, W Xkm 
k=l  (xk'm ZT)P+I--J 1 - -  Pm-l(W;Xc) ' 
k¢c 
j=O ... .  ,p,  
~k,m { Pm--l(W;Xk, m) "~ 
Ak, m(t) -  (Xk ,  m _ t)p+ l _ 1 -- ~ j ,  k = 1,...,m. 
In this case, the amplification coefficient 
Kin(t) = ~ [Bj(t)[ + IAk, m(t)l 
j=0 k=l 
k¢c 
cannot be less in order than m p (see [5]). The following theorem gives an accurate estimate of 
Kin(t). 
Theorem 2.1. When w(x) = (1 -x)~(1 +x)  ~, a, fl > - 1, we have 
gm ~ t~ 
[ log m /f p = 0, 
~<const 
Lm p if pEN,  
uniformly in any closed subinterval of ( -  1, 1 ). 
(2.6) 
Remark. In order to approximate the integral Hp(w; f ) ,  we may also consider formulas of interpo- 
latory type constructed by replacing f by its Lagrange interpolation polynomial based on the zeros 
Xk, m of the polynomial pm(W) of degree m orthogonal with respect o w (see [5, 20, 21]). In this 
case we have the so-called product rule 
Hp(w; f ;  t) = ~ W~m(t)f(Xk, m) q- Rl, m(f; t), p E No. 
k=l  
When w(x) = (1 -x)~(1 +x)  ~, a, fl > -1 ,  the following bound, 
~ [wl, m(t)l<~const mPlogm, pENo,  
k=l  
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holds uniformly in any closed subinterval of ( -1 ,  1) (cf. [21]). So, the quadrature method proposed 
here is numerically comparable with the previous product rule. 
Now, we prove that the quadrature procedure (2.5) is convergent whenever the function f is 
sufficiently smooth. Setting 
Era(f) = inf I I f -P [ I ,  
P C H., 
where IIm is the set of all polynomials of degree ~< m, the following result holds true. 
Theorem 2.2. Let w(x) = (1 - x)~(1 + x) ~, ~,fl > - 1. Assume fCC(P)( [ -1 ,1] )  and 
f l  ~o(f(p); 6)6-1 d6 < c~, where o~ denotes the ordinary modulus of  continuity. I f  ~, fl >~ ½, then 
IRp.m(W; f ;  t)[ ~<const Em_p(f (p)) log m, m >~4p + 4, (2.7) 
holds uniformly in ( -1 ,  1). I f  0~<~,fl < ½, then (2.7) holds in any closed subinterval of  ( -1 ,  1). 
Moreover, i f  - 1 < ~, fl < 0 and f(q) E Lip 2, 0 < 2 ~< 1, q >>- p, then 
IRp, m(W;f;t) l~const m -;~-q+p logm, m>~4p+4,  (2.8) 
holds in any closed subinterval of  ( -  1, 1 ). 
Under assumptions used in Theorem 2.2, generalizing a previous work by Monegato [20], the 
author and Mastroianni have obtained the same convergence result in any closed subinterval of 
( -1 ,  1) for the product rules (see [5]). The uniform convergence in the whole interval ( -1 ,  1) for 
the product rules was obtained only in the case p = 0 [7]. Therefore, the new formula, introduced 
here, may be used in the numerical solution by quadrature methods of integral equations depending on 
Indeed, the collocation points are generally integrals with strong singularities when one has ~,/3 >~ 3" 
zeros of orthogonal polynomials, so that they belong to ( -1,  1 ) but there is not a closed subinterval 
of ( -  1, 1 ) containing them. 
Theorem 2.2 can be easily generalized if the Jacobi weight is replaced by weight w(x) = ~o(x)(1 - 
x)~(1 ~-X)flH~'ll I x - -  zjlPJ, where ~p > 0, (~4-1EL~ and e, fl> - 1, pj~>0 ( j  = 0, . . . ,M).  In this 
case, the estimates (2.7) and (2.8) are still true. 
3. Proofs of the main results 
If we define the functions 
(1 --Xk'm) 6 
Sp6'm(l' t )=  mlt -  xk, m[ p+'' 
k=l 
k4c 
(1--+ X~'m)------~ 
ST'~(--l't) = mlt -- Xk, m[ p+I' 
k=l 
k~c 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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where Xk, m, k = 1,..., m, are Jacobi zeros corresponding to the exponents ~, fl > - 1, c denotes the 
index corresponding to the closest knot to t E ( -1 ,  1), 6 and tr are real numbers, and p E N0, 
we have the following results. 
1 1 Lemma 3.1. Let - ~ < 6 <<. ~ + p. Then for  every t E ( -  1, 1 ) 
/ - f - t+m-1)2a- l logm if p= O, (3.3) 
S~m( l ' t )~c°nSt (mP(v /1  --t-~-m-1) 2a-p-I i f  pE3~ 
with some constant independent o f  m and t. Moreover, i f  6 > p + ½, then for  every t E ( -  1, 1) 
'(V/1 - - t+m- i )2a - l logm+ 1 if p = O, (3.4) 
Spa'm(l't)<'c°nSt(mP(v/1 --t q-m-l)  2a-p-I q- 1 i f  pE  
with some constant independent o f  m and t. 
Proof. In order to prove (3.3) and (3.4) we examine three cases. First assume that 1 ~(X1, m 71- X2,m) 
< t~< l(l+X,n,m ). Setxk, m=COSOk, mfor 0~<k~<m+l where x0,m =-1 ,  Xm+l,m= 1and 0 ~< 0k,,, ~<n. Then 
Ok, m --  Ok+l,m r,,a m -1, (3.5) 
uniformly in O<<.k<<.m, mC ~ (see [27]). 2 
By (3.5) and taking into account he order of the knots Xk, m we have 1 - xk,,, ~ (m-  k + 1 )2/m2; 
then we deduce 
SpO, m(1,t) ~ const ~ k2a]k - (m-c  + 1)l-P-'[k +(m-c  + 1)[ -p-I. 
, m2a-2p-l 
k=l  
k~m--c+l 
Thus, since m - c + 1 ~ m, applying [22, Lemma 9 p. 109] we obtain (3.3) and (3.4). 
Now, let -1  < t<<.½(Xl,m +X2,m). Then c = 1 and we have 
m+l 
Sp6,m(1,t)<~const m-26+Zp+l Z k2a[k-  ml-P- l [k + m[ -p - ' .  
k=l 
k~m 
Again applying [22, Lemma 9], inequalities (3.3) and (3.4) follow. 
Finally, if t/> ½(1 + Xm,~), then t - Xk, m ~ 1 -- Xk, m; therefore, 
m-1 
S~m(1,t) ~.. (1 --Xk, m) a-p-I ~. m_26+2p+ 1 Z(m -- k + 1) 2a-zp-2. 
m 
k=l  k=l  
k#c 
Again, by [22, Lemma 9], we obtain (3.3) and (3.4). [] 
2 If A and B are two expressions depending on some variables then we write 
A ,-~ B if and only if IA/Bf ~1 ~<const, 
uniformly for the variables in question. 
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Similarly one can prove the following: 
1 1 Then for every t e ( -  1, 1 ) Lemma 3.2. Let -~  < a <<. ~+ p. 
+t+ logm if p=0,  
~< (3.6) S~ , , ( -  1, t) ..~ const ('v/1 m-1)2"-1 
' mP(x / l+t+m- l )  2~-p-1 if  pEN 
with some constant independent of  m and t. Moreover, i f  a > p + 1, then for every t E ( -  1, 1 ) 
ST, m(_ l , t )<const{(x / l+t+m- l )2~- l logm+l  /f p = O, (3.7) 
mP(x / l+t+m-1)2~-P - l+ l  i f  pEN 
with some constant independent of  m and t. 
Now, we are able to prove the following: 
Lemma 3.3. Let w(x)= (1 -x )~(1 +x)/~, ~,fl > - 1. I f  p - -O ,  then for every t E ( -1 ,1 )  
~-~ ]Ak.,~(t)l <~ const logm 
k=l  
k#c 
(v'T - t -b m -1 )2~(V/]--q- t q- m -1 )23 
× (VII t+m-1)~-l/2(~/l d-t+m-1) ~-1/2 
1 
with some constant independent of  m and t. 
Further, i f  p E N, then for every t c ( -  1, 1 ) 
~-~ ]Ak, m(t)] <<. const mP[(x/1 - t + m-l)  -p q- (X/1 ~- t + m-l) -p] 
k=l  
k4c 
(X/1 -- t + m -1 )z=(v/]-+ t + m -1 )2~ 
× (x/1 t+m-X)~-l/2(X/~+t+m-1)~-½ 
1 
with some constant independent of  m and t. 
if-  
1 
1 l 
i f  - 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Proof. First, we recall that 
~km '~ m-l(1 ~ "~+l /2 t "  , -:~k.m) ~1 Af-Xk, m)fl+l/2 
and 
2 p;n_l(W,Xk.m) ~ (1 = x-~+l/2t, - -  .'~k,m ) ~ l -q- Xk, m ) - f l+ l/2, 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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uniformly in 1 <<.k<<.m, E ~ (cf. [22, Theorem 6.3.28, p. 120 and Lemma 9.30, p. 170]). Then 
k=Ik~ [Ak'm(t)l ~ const { ~k~k=l (1 -- Xkm)~t+l/,....rnlxk, mE(l_ t[p+'÷ Xk, m) fl+1/2 
÷ 1 ~ (1 - Xk, m)(~/2)+3/4(1 ÷Xk, m) (fl/2)+3/4 }
[Pm-I(W;Xc)[ k=l m~--~k'm ~-- t~  " 
k¢c 
Thus, by (3.11) and taking into account hat 1 -Xc ~ (v/1 - t÷m-1)  2 and 1 +x~ ~ (x/1 + t÷m-1)  2, 
we can write 
+ 
k=l k.,,, < x,. Xk.m > x,, 
k~c 
( 1 - Xk, m )e+l/2( 1 + Xk, m )fl+l/2 
m(Xk, m --t)P+l 
+(x/1 - t + m -I )~-1/2(v/]- + t + m -l )a-1/e 
X Ix.Z< ÷ Z J (1-xk'm)(~/2)+3/4(1÷xk'm)(#/2)+3/4} 
~. x~ xk.,,, >x,. m(Xk, m -- t)P+l " 
then we obtain Now, if max(e,/3) ~< -
k4ck=l [Ak, m(t)[<~const {(W/1 -- t ÷ m-l) 2~ ~k=lk¢c (lmIx-k,m÷ Xk, m) fl+l/2~_~[_~ 
(_1 - xk,  m 
+ (v/i- + t + m-l) 2/j ml~m _~t~- i 
k=l 
k4c 
+ (X/q-- t + m-1)z~(v/]- + t + m-') •-1/2 ~ (1 + Xk, rn)2fl/2)+.__~ 3/4 
k=l mlXk, m -- t[ p+I 
k4c 
( l  -- Xk, m) (~t/2)+3/4 } 
+ (x/1 - t + m-l)~-½(x/1 + t ÷ m-') 2~ ml--xk,--~ t -  . 
k=l 
k¢c 
Since max(e,/3) ~< - ~1 implies max(e + ½,/3 ÷ ½, 2~ + 3, ~ ÷ ~3 ) ~< 3,1 then by (3.3) and (3.6) we deduce 
(3.8) and (3.9). 
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1 1 1 1 On the other hand, when -3  ~<~,fl~<O then ~ + ~/>0 and ½fl + ~ ~>0. So, we can write 
k=l [Ak, m(t)] <const {(~/1- - t  +m- ' )  2~ ~k=l (AmlXk, m'q'-X--......-k'~m)fl+l/----~2__ tlP+l 
k4c k#c 
(1 -- Xk, m) ct+l/2 
+ (~/q- + t + m-')2~ m[x--~,m - t -~  
k=l 
k:pc 
+ (x/1 - t + m -l)~-l/2(v/1 + t + m -1 )~-1/2 
/ × miX',m--- t~ 1 + mlXk, m -- t] p+I " k=l k=l 
k#c k#c 
I and2f l~>fl -  1 Again applying Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and observing that 2~>~-  ~ ~ we obtain (3.8) 
and (3.9) also in this case. 
Finally, if min(e, fl)/> O, then 
{~-~ (l+xk'm)l/2 ~'~ (1--Xkm) 1/2 
[Ak, m(t)[ ~<const mlXk, m -- tlP+l + - -  - -  " " - -  k=l k=l k=l mlXk, m -- tlP+l 
k#c k4c k#c 
+ (v/i " - t + m -1 )a-1/2(X/1 + t + m -I )p-1/2 
x mlXk, m - - t - - -~ '  + - - - - - " " ' - -  " k=l k=l mlxk, m - t[ p+I 
k#c ks~c 
Again, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, inequalities (3.8) and (3.9) follow. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 3.3 and taking into account that the integrals 
f l  I w(x)/(x-t)p+l- J  dx, j = O, 1 .. . .  , p are bounded in any closed subset of ( -1 ,  1), we derive (2.6). 
[] 
The following lemmas will be needed to prove Theorem 2.2: 
Lemma 3.4. Let f E c(q)([-1, 1]), q>~O. Then, there exists a sequence of  polynomials {tm}m~__aq+4 
such that for Ix[<~l and for j = 0,1 .... ,q 
I f  (J)(x) - t~J)(x)L <~ const Em-q(f (q)), (3.12) 
with some constant independent of  x and m>~4q +4. 
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For the proof see [18, Lemma 4.3]. 
Lemma 3.5. I fw(x)= (1 -x)~(1 +x)  ~, ~,fl >-1 ,  then the inequalities 
d p f '  rm(x) - rm(t)w(x) dx 
j_~ x - t  
Em_p(i(P) log m r 
~< const w(t) l~  t2 ] z+q-p m log 
m / 
i f  oqfl/>O, fEC(P)([-1,1]) 
i f  -1  <~, f l<O,  f(q)E Lip2, 
0<2~<1, q>~p 
(3.13) 
hold uniformly for t E ( -  1, 1 ), p E N0, where r~ = f - tm bein9 t~ the polynomial of Lemma 3.4. 
Proof. In [6], the inequalities 
f_ l rm(X) -- rm(t)w(x)dx x - t  
[Em(f) log m 
<~c°nSt lw( t ) (~) ;~+q m 
log lx/]--Z~_ t 2 
/f ~,fl~>0, fEC(°)([ -1,1]) ,  
if -1  <~,f l  <0,  f(q) E Lip2, 0<2~<1, q~>0 
were proved to hold uniformly for t E ( -1 ,  1 ). 
Thus, taking into account hat by well-known results of classical analysis and elementary inequal- 
ities for the modulus of continuity 
~-PdP .f'l g(X)-x ff(t)w(x)dx = f l ld_t7 dp [~7(x~ --~(t)]  w(x)dx, 
holds uniformly for t E (--1, 1), whenever 9 such that 9 E C(P)([-1, 1]) and f01 co(9(P); 6)6 -1 d6 < oo, 
the inequalities (3.13) follow. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Since rule (2.4) has degree of exactness m + p - 1, we have 
Rp, m(W; f; t) = Rp, m(w; rm_l ;t) 
f~ rm-l(X) P (J) f _ _  rm_l(t ) ' w(x) 
-- 1 (x--l) p+1w(x)dx-Z  j! (x - - t~ +l-jdx j=0 1 
r t/) ,(t) . 
-- ~ ~km {1-  Pm-l(W'~Xk'm) ~ rm-l(xk'm) -- ~-'~;=0 "~ (Xk, m --t) j, 
k=l ' pm-l(W;Xc) J (--Xk,---~---- t)P +l p E 3~0, 
k¢c 
where rm-i = f -  tin-l, and t,,_~ is the polynomial of Lemma 3.4. 
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Taking into account that 
f f  rm-l(X) w(x)dx -  
I (x  - t)P +1 
and 
1 d p f f  rm_l(X)w(x)d x
p! dtP i x - t 
P r(J)_l(t)f ~ w(x) ~ r({),(t) 1 dP- J f  w(x)dx 
Z j! (x t)p+l_ j dx = j! (p j)-------~, dt p-j I X -- t 
j=0  l - -  -= 
p! dtp rm-l(t) dx , l x - - t  
we can write 
1 d p f_l rm-l(X)- rm-l(t)w(x)dx 
Rp, m(W ; f ; t )=  P! dtP 1 X t 
m ( 
- ~ 2k, m 
k=l 
k¢c 
(J) 
1 - Pm-l(W;Xk'm) } ?'m-l(Xk'm) ~ Y~;=O rm-~(t)(Xk, m -- t) j 
Pm-l(W; Xc) (Xk, m -- t) p+I 
Therefore, 
1 d_~tp /~ rm_l(x)-rm_l(t)w(x)d x [Rp, m(W; f;  t)[ ~ -~. 1 X t 
+ ~ 2k, m { 
k=l  
1-  Pm--l(W;Xk, m) } rm--l(Xk, m) 
(Z ,m 
+ j=o rm-l(t) ~ ~km{1 -(J) pm- l ( W; Xk, m ) "~ 
J! k=l ' pm--l(W;Xc) J (Xk, m 
k~c 
--t)p+l-J 
_ 1 d~t p f'_ rm-l(x)- rm-l(t)w(x)dx ÷ Sl(t) + S,z(t). 
P! 1 x - - t  
(3.14) 
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Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we deduce 
Ir(~l(t)] 
S2(t) ~< const -  log m 
p~ 
(x/1 - t + m-')2~(v/1 + t + m- l )  2/~ 
x (x/1 -- t+m-1)~-U2(~/1 +t+m-1)  Is-1/2 
1 
1 if ~,fl~< 2 
1 if - ½~<~,fl~<~ 
if ½ 
p--I ..(j) 
+ const ~ ,m_l(t),mp_j[(v/ll _ t + m-l) -p+s + (x/1 + t + m-1)-P+q 
j=0 J! 
{ (~/1 - t + m-1)2~(x/1 + t + m- ' )  2~ × (V/1 --t+m-1)~-l/2(x/1 +tq-m-1)~-l/2 
1 
1 if a, fl~< 2 
1 1 i f  - ~<~,fl<~5 
i f  cqfl~> ½ 
for p E N and uniformly for t E ( -1 ,  1 ), and 
-Y2(l ) ~ const]rm_l(t)l logm 
(x/1 - t + m -1 )2~(x/1 q5 t + m -1 )2/~ 
(X/1 - t + m -1 )e - l /2 (~/ l  .q_ I -q- m -I )fl-l/2 × 
1 
1 if ~,fl~< 2 
1 1 if -5~<~,f l~<~ 
if c~,fl~> ½
for p = 0 and uniformly for t E ( -1 ,  1 ). Then, by Lemma 3.4 we try 
Z2(t)<<.constlogmEm_p(f(P)), fEC(P~([-1, 1]), p C No, (3.15) 
1 and uniformly for t belonging to any closed subset of ( -  1, 1 ) uniformly for t E ( -  1, 1 ) when ~, fl/> 5 
whenever ~, 3 > - 1. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.4, we have for p = 0 
m 
-Y'l(t)~<const ~ IAk, m(t)[ Era(t), 
k=l 
k~c 
f E C(°)([-1, 1]). 
So, by Lemma 3.3 
Xl(t)<<.constlogmEm(f), fEC!° ) ( [ -1 ,  1]), p = 0, (3.16) 
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uniformly for t E ( -  1, 1 ) when ~,/~ > ½ and uniformly for t belonging to any closed subset of ( -  1, 1 ) 
whenever ~,/3 > - 1. Furthermore, if p E ~d then applying Lemma 3.4 and proceeding as in the proof 
of Lemma 3.3 we have 
Sl(t) ~< constm-PEm_p( f  p)) {~-~k=l (1
k#c 
+ ( lx/iZ~_t + m-1 )~--1/2(~ + m-1 )3-1/2 
- Xk, m)~+(P/2)+l/2(1 + Xk, m )[~+(p/2)+1/2 
mlXk, m - tlP+l 
~-~ (1 -xk  m )(~/2)+(p/2)+3/4( 1 +Xk, m )(fl/2)+(p/2)+3/4 
× Z.~ m[Xk, m -- tlP+l k=l 
k#c 
} 
<<. constm-P Em_p(f(P)){mP(x/1 - t + m-l)  2~ + mP(v/1 + t + m-l)  2~ + 1 
+ (Vq- -- t + m -1 )~-1/2(~/1 + t + m -1 ),3--1/2 
× [mP(x/1 -- t + m- t )  ~+1/2 + mP(x/1 + t + m- l )  ~+1/2 + 1]}. 
Thus, 
Sl(t)<<.constEm_p(f~P)), f E C(P)([-1, 1]), p C ~, (3.17) 
uniformly for t E ( -1,  1) when ~,/~>~ ½ and uniformly for t belonging to any closed subset of 
( -1,  1) whenever ~,/~ >-1 .  Finally, combining (3.15)-(3.17) with (3.14) and by Lemma 3.5, we 
deduce (2.7) and (2.8). [] 
4. Numerical results 
We recall that the Gaussian-type formula considered in [13] and later in [12] can be written as 
p 
G . (4.1) Hp(w; f ; t )  ----- Z vJ ( t ) f ( j ) ( t )+  Wk, m(t)f(xk, , , )+Rp, m(W,f ; t ) ,  t #Xk, m, 
j=0 k=l 
where 
1 [ f~ w(x)  ~ 2km 
vj(t) = -~. I (x -- t) p+I-j dx - ' , = . k=l (Xk, m -- t)P+l - j  j 0 , . . ,p ,  
I].k,m 
Wk, m( t ) -  (Xk, m-  t )P+l '  k = 1 . . . . .  m,  
further Xk, m and 2k, m are the zeros and the Cotes numbers corresponding to the weight w, respectively 
(cf. also [21, (2.10)]). 
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Table 1 
Stability factors Kin(t) and K~(t) for t = 0 
p=0 p=l  p=2 
m Km KGm Km KGm Km KGm 
4 7.88.10 o 4.64 x 10 ° 2.97.101 2.64 x 101 8.25.101 4.85 × 101 
8 9.09-100 5.92 x 10 ° 5.47.101 5.15 x 101 2.65-102 1.50 × 102 
16 1.04.101 7.24 × 10 ° 1.05.102 1.02 x 102 9.46.102 5.16 × 102 
32 1.17.101 8.60 x 10 ° 2.05.102 2.02 x 102 3.56.103 1.90 x 103 
64 1.31-101 9.97 x 10 ° 4.06.102 4.03 × 102 1.38.104 7.30 × 103 
128 1.45.101 1.13 x 101 8.09.102 8.05 × 102 5.45-104 2.86 x 104 
256 1.59.101 1.27 × 101 1.61.103 1.61 × 103 2.16-105 1.13 × 105 
We define the stability factors corresponding to the formulas (2.4) and (4.1), respectively, as 
g~(t) = y~ Inj(t)[ + IAk, m(t)l 
j=0 k=l 
k¢c 
and 
p m 
K~(t)----- Z [vj(t)[ + Z IWk, m(t)[. 
j=0 k=l 
In Table 1 we give these stability factors Kin(t) and K~m(t) when ~ = fl = 0, t = 0 and p = 0, 1,2. 
The values of Km and Km ~ above make evident the large amplification of the errors when m 
and p are not small. Nevertheless, if we compare the values of K~(t) and K~m(t) when t -- 0, it 
seems that the new formula (2.4) and the Gaussian formula (4.1) are characterized by the same 
amplification of the errors. This is due to the fact that the point t -- 0 is the middle point between 
two consecutive nodes xk, m when m is even. Indeed, if m is odd then we must assume t ~ 0 in 
order to consider (4.1), since 0 is a quadrature node. But when t is very close to 0, then we have 
computed the values of the stability factors Km and Km G assuming again ~ = fl = 0 and p = 0, 1,2. 
Setting K(t) = maxm=3,a,...,256Km(t) and K-G(t) = maxm=3,4,...,256KG(t), we have obtained the results 
reported in Table 2. 
We remark that the numerical results as regard to Km(t) are consistent with the estimates (2.6) 
of Theorem 2.1. 
Approximate values for the integrals 
f t  ( l _ x 2)5/z 
I1 = , (-~f ~dx ,  
f X4/3 
12 = 1 (x _ 10_5)2 dx, 
taking w(x) -- 1, have been computed using formulas (2.4) and (4.1). We give some results in 
Table 3, where Rm and R~ denote the absolute values of the error in formulas (2.4) and (4.1), 
respectively. 
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Table 2 
Maximum of the stability factors K~(t) and K~(t) 
p=0 p=l  p=2 
10 -1 1.56.101 3.25 × 104 1.52.103 7.35 × 107 9.86.104 2.61 × 1016 
10 -3 1.47.101 1.78 x 103 1.29.103 1.78 x 106 1.38.105 1.78 × 109 
10 _5 1.59.101 1.78 × 105 1.61'103 1.78 × 1010 2.15.105 1.78 × 1015 
Table 3 
Errors in approximating the integrals Ii and 12 by the formulas (2.4) and (4.1) 
Ii = -5.890486223124667 12 -- 5.843691508797441 
m Rm RGm Rm R~m 
3 8.94.10 -I  3.81.10 -3 3.47.10 o 6.34-102 
7 2.66-10 -3 1.56.10 -5 2.58.10 o 2.97.102 
15 8.86.10 -6 1.38-10 -7 1.98.100 1.43-102 
31 4.20.10 -8 2.13-10 -s 1.52.10 ° 6.95.101 
63 2.16-10 -1° 1.02.10 -8 1.17.10 o 3.39.10 l 
127 1.15.10 -12 5.10.10 -9 8.98.10 -1 1.64-101 
255 2.66.10 -15 2.57-10 -9 6.82.10 -1 7.92.100 
The numerical results on Rm are consistent with those of Theorem 2.2. Indeed, taking into account 
that Em(f') = O(m -3 )  when f(x) = (1 -x2)  5/2, by (2.7) we have Rm<~Constm-31ogm. Further, 
since Em(f  t) = O(m -1/3) when f(x) = x 4/3, by (2.7) we try Rm <~const m-1/3 logm. 
We remark that we have always assumed t ~ -4-1 even if the results here shown can be easily 
extended to the case in which t =-1  or t= 1. Nevertheless, when t = 4-1, the formula here 
introduced oes not give better esults than the Gaussian rule. For instance, if t = 1 then the closest 
zero is Xm, m and 1 - Xm,,, ~ m -2, but it is also true that 1 -x,,- l , , ,  ~ m -2 (cf. (3.5)). Therefore, the 
technique to cancel the zero closest o the singularity t = 1 is useless and the Gaussian formula (4.1) 
and the new formula (2.4) have the same behaviour. The stability factor and the convergence of the 
Gaussian rule when t = 1 or t = -1  is studied in [21, Theorems 2.8 and 2.10]. 
Tsamasphyros and Dimou [28] have proposed an alternative quadrature formula for the numerical 
evaluation of integrals of form (2.2) considering only the case p = 1. They construct a set of 
polynomials ~bm(. ,t), m = 0, 1,... which are orthogonal with respect o the function w/(.,-t) 2, 
where w is a weight function. If ~bm(', t) has m zeros in the interval of orthogonality, which is not 
always the case, then a Gaussian quadrature rule for the finite-part integrals may be constructed in 
the usual manner. Unfortunately, even if w is a classical Jacobi weight, ~bm does not have m zeros 
in the interval of orthogonality. For instance, when w(x) = (1 -x2)  -1/2, the zeros of ~bm(" ,t) are 
real numbers belonging to ( -1 ,  1) only when t is not close to the endpoints -4-1. Otherwise, two 
zeros of q~,n(', t) are complex. This is not proved in [28], but it is deduced from the numerical tests. 
So, the quadrature formula proposed in [28] can only be used in some special cases. Furthermore, 
the previous formula requires the values of the density function f at points depending on t (the 
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Table 4 
Errors in approximating the integrals 13(0.25) and 14(0.99) by the formula (2.4) and by 
the formula given in [28] 
•3(0.25) = --4.892122546517821 • 0 -3 13(0.99) ----- 30.934818292252200 
m Rm+I gm Rm+l gm 
3 5.20.10 -7 1.18-10 -6 4.63.10 -6 3.33.10 -6 
4 4.75.10 -7 1.35.10 -8 1.38-10 -6 2.00.10 -8 
5 4.88.10 -9 1.29.10 -1° 6.71.10 -8 1.60.10 -1° 
6 5.17.10 -9 9.56.10 -13 1.87-10 -8 3.67.10 -12 
7 4.71.10 -11 2.50.10 -14 8.73.10 -1° 6.21.10 -12 
8 4.86-10 - l l  1.14.10 -12 2.36.10 - l °  1.30.10 -11 
9 4.59.10 -13 2.99.10 -14 1.07.10 -1I 1.00-10 -11 
10 4.66.10 -13 1.22.10 -14 2.82.10 -12 1.33.10 -11 
11 4.48-I0 -15 1.53.10 -13 1.25.10 -13 3.18.10 -11 
12 4.46.10 -15 1.08.10 -13 3.28.10 -14 7.55-10 -11 
13 4.34.10 -17 3.79.10 -12 2.04.10 -15 6.62.10 -11 
zeros of Cm(', t)). So, it is useless to solve singular integral equations with finite part integrals using 
quadrature method. 
We have compared numerically our method with the formula proposed in [28] by applying them 
to the integral 
f~ (x 2 --~ 25)- 1 dx _ n t 2 - 25 
I3(t )= 1 (x - t )  2 v /1 -x  2 5v~(t  2+25/2 
for t = 0.25 and t -- 0.99. In Table 4, m denotes the total number of abscissas used by the chosen 
rule, while Rm+l and /~m denote the absolute accuracy obtained using the formula (2.4) and the 
formula by Tsamasphyros and Dimou, respectively, assuming w(x) = (1 -x2)  -1/2. 
The quadrature method proposed in this paper has particular interest when p E N. Indeed, even 
if one can easily obtain a quadrature formula for the numerical evaluation of Hp(w; f )  with p C 
N by the p-derivative of any quadrature rule for the numerical evaluation of Cauchy principal 
value integrals, it is hard to prove the convergence of the formulas constructed on whole ( -1 ,  1). 
With regard to this, the literature is very poor. The main aim of the present paper is to prove the 
convergence of the formula (2.4) for every p E N0 (see Theorem 2.2). Furthermore, the effectiveness 
of (2.4) is due to the easy computations that it requires, in addition to the fact that, when p is not 
small, the large amplification of the errors does not depend on t (see Tables 1 and 2). There are 
many methods available for p = 0 and there are a lot of convergence r sults. Nevertheless, we have 
compared some known methods with the formula (2.4), which remains valid for p = 0. In Table 5 
we compare the approximations of the integral 
f 
l e x 
I4(t) -= - -  dx, 
- lX - - t  
using the quadrature formula (2.4) with p = 0 and other two formulas of interpolatory t pe. The 
convergence r sults of these two latter formulas can be found in [7, 3]. More exactly, the first formula 
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Table 5 
Errors in approximating the integral I4(t) for m = 5.9 
273 
m=5 m=9 
t 14(t) Rm+l R(m l) R(m 2) Rm+l R(m [) R(2m ) 
0.01 2.104617460156 9.8.10 -5 1.2.10 -3 1.5.10 -3 1.9.10 -9 2.3.10 -8 3.0.10 -8 
0.05 2.061561989756 9.9.10 -5 1.1.10 -3 1.2.10 -3 3.1.10 -9 2.1.10 -8 2.1-10 -8 
0.1 1.999036050210 9.9.10 -5 1.0.10 -3 9.8.10 -4 2.9-10 -9 1.4.10 -8 1.4.10 -8 
0.2 1.839194362008 1.0.10 -4 5.3.10 -4 6.1.10 -4 1.2.10 -8 8.5-10 -9 5.3.10 -9 
0.3 1.620314024362 1.0.10 -4 1.4-10 -4 3.4.10 -4 1.3.10 -8 2.4.10 -8 1.8.10 -9 
0.4 1.321906763417 1.0-10 -4 8.3.10 -4 1.9.10 -4 2.9.10 -8 1.9.10 -8 4.9.10 -1° 
0.5 0.913786431724 1.2.10 -4 1.3.10 -3 1.1.10 -4 4.6.10 -8 7.3.10 -9 1.5.10 -1° 
0.6 0.348158711934 1.2.10 4 1.3.10-3 1.2.10-4 9.2.10-8 2.8.10-8 2.6.10-1o 
0.7 --0.459163598124 1.2.10 -4 6.4.10 -4 2.3.10 -4 8.0.10 -8 1.4.10 -8 1.1.10 -9 
0.8 --1.684840103789 1.8.10 -4 6.9.10 -4 4.8.10 _4 9.8.10 -9 2.8.10 -8 4.0.10 -9 
0.9 --3.853234982645 1.8.10 -4 2.0-10 -3 9.7.10 -4 1.5.10 -8 1.3-10 -8 1.3.10 -8 
0.95 --5.987133711156 1.8.10 -4 1.9-10 -3 1.3.10 -3 3.3.10 -7 3.8.10 -8 2.2-10 -8 
0.99 --10.679752715341 1.8.10 -5 4.4.10 -4 1.7.10 -3 7.7.10 -9 3.2.10 8 3.3.10-8 
is constructed on the interpolation of the density function f on the zeros of the mth Legendre 
polynomial, and using algorithm (3.4) in [19]. We denote by R~ ) the absolute accuracy obtained 
using this formula. The second formula is a Gauss-Legendre ule which splits the integration interval 
in subintervals o that t coincides with the midpoint of one of them and which interpolates the 
function f / ( .  - t) (see (5.4) in [19]). We denote by R~ ~ the absolute accuracy obtained using this 
formula and by Rm+ 1 the absolute rror of formula (2.4) depending on the same number m of nodes. 
In the example considered before the formulas have given results which appear comparable. 
In [19], Monegato remarked that although the formula obtained by splitting the integration interval 
has a better numerical stability, it also gives rise to some drawbacks. Indeed, while it seems to be a 
good method for computing the singular integral for a single value of t, it does not seem to be effi- 
cient when one has to compute the integral for several values of t, since each time one has to com- 
pute 4m + 1 new function values. On the other hand, the computation of the other quadrature sum ob- 
tained by interpolating the density function f on the zeros of the ruth Legendre polynomial is a little 
cumbersome. So, we may conclude that it would be better to use the formula (2.4) also when p = 0. 
A recent example of methods for p = 0 can be found in [2]. Here, the authors proposed an 
extended complex Gaussian quadrature formula to approximate the Cauchy principal value integral 
H0(w; f ;  t) defined by (2.1). Only cases when w(x)  = ( 1 - x 2)~, ~ = 0, + ½ are considered. Further- 
more, to construct the formula it is necessary to map t to 0 through a linear fractional transformation. 
Thus, the quadrature formula requires the values of the density function f at points depending on t. 
Therefore, it is not efficient o solve singular integral equations numerically. In [2] the authors eval- 
uated the integral I4(t) by their quadrature formula with 5 nodes, and t assumes the same values 
of Table 5. So, they obtain that the maximum value of the absolute errors is 5.6. 10 - l .  Whereas, 
seeing Table 5, we have that the maximum value of the absolute rrors is 1.8.10 -4 for our method, 
when one uses the same total number 5 of nodes. 
All computations have been performed using a 16-digit arithmetic. 
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